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In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TED has created a program  
called TEDx. TEDx is a program of local, self-organized events that 
bring people together to share a TED-like experience. Our event is 
called TEDxEmilyCarrU, where x = independently organized TED 
event. At our TEDxEmilyCarrU event, live speakers and performers 
will combine to spark deep connection and discussion in a small group. 
The TED Conference provides general guidance for the TEDx program, 
but individual TEDx events, including ours, are self-organized.  

TEDxEmilyCarrU’s mission is to bring together a dynamic group of 
thinkers and doers in a proactive setting that builds new connections to 
lead to progress and collaboration, and take participants to a next level 
of thought and action.

Charles S. - Lead Organizer & Lincensee
Heather W. - Co-Orgaziner
Tanisha G. - Curation Lead
Kaiwen Y. - Communication Lead
Zara H. - Design Lead
Leea C. - Design Co-Lead
Navreet B. - Social Media Lead
Eujin C. - Website Design Lead

Austin N. - Designer
Elham A. - Designer
Abhinav P. - Designer
Caroline V. - Designer
Anika - Designer
Felicia S. - Designer
Isabella B. - Designer
Giulia B. - Designer

It takes one domino to set off a series of chain reactions. One domino, 
one idea, one event, one setback, one experience that could change the 
world forever. We have all experienced a tipping point when something 
either comes together or it all falls apart. The tipping point may be the 
moment of truth but it all comes down to what happens after. What 
comes beyond a tipping point?

“The tipping point is that magic moment when an idea, trend, or social 
behavior crosses a threshold, tips, and spreads like wildfire.”

- Malcolm Gladwell

Michelle Yao (She/Her)
Designer & Founder, ALUMI
From 0 to 0.1
Forget about “From zero to hero”, Let’s start 
with “from 0 to 0.1”.

Thomas Kim (He/Him)
Co-Founder 
Life’s Greatest Adventure is Beyond Our Inertia
Every day we are faced with a decision. To accept 
the status quo or question the perspectives we 
find within ourselves. When we question our 
beliefs an opportunity arises to break our inertia 
and embark on the greatest adventure of our life.

Lama Mugabo (He/Him)  
Founding Director: Building Bridges with Rwanda 
How Hunger Fed Me: My Journey in Search 
for a Solution to Malnutrition in Rwanda
Think globally, act locally.JeanPaul Kamand (He/Him)  

Founder & CEO, IWAA
Reconfiguring Equal-Employment Opportunities 
for Individuals All Abilities
Rethinking the line between Ability and Disability 
to Create Inclusive Employment Opportunities.

Najah Adreak (She/Her)
MD, MSc, Aspiring Heart Surgeon, Clinical Researcher
Stitching Hearts and Bringing Change
If there is a will, there is always a way. Be the change.
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